Connect and Delight.
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MODI is the easiest and most intuitive way
to learn coding.
MODI is a modular robotics kit professionally developed in-house at LUXROBO. Our two main
products are our Hello IOT Kit and our Expert Kit. Each kit contains input, output and setup modules
that allow learners to acquire key concepts across computer science and coding curriculums in a
fun and engaging way. Through hands-on, project-based activities learners of all ages are able to
tackle problems logically while developing their critical thinking and computational thinking skills.
In combination with a STEAM curriculum, 3D printing, and LEGO, MODI classes really come alive!

Aligned to CSTA and ISTE
Our professionally developed curriculum is aligned with key computer science and coding standards.
During class time, learners cooperate with each other and work in groups. Group work helps
students develop interpersonal and social skills. Through MODI projects, communication and
collaboration are emphasized just as much as creativity and critical thinking. Making smart plants,
LEGO creations, and 3-D printer projects allow students to express their creativity while solving real
world problems and having fun. Coding has never been so fun or easy!

MODI Studio, MODI Play and Code Sketch
LUXROBO developed drag-and-drop approach to coding that learners love. MODI blocks make it
easy to bring any creation to life. Simply connect modules in any direction in any sequence and
customize their behavior using MODI Studio. In MODI Studio just drag and drop the blocks and
start to code even if you’ve never learned coding before. (Available for Windows and Mac(OS).
After coding with MODI Studio, use the MODI Play app (available on iOS and Android) to connect
your modules to your tablet or phone via Bluetooth. Try out the cool on-screen functions like the
joystick, button, slider, dial, and timer. Now you can control your creations with just a tap or swipe.
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MODI Designer Kit
Ages | 6+
Number of Modules | 7
Languages | English, Korean, Chinese

Setup
Network Module

Battery Module

Supports USB, Bluetooth and WiFi
communication

Supplies power

Dial Module

Button Module

Measures the rotation value and
rotational velocity of the dial

Detects clicks, double clicks, pressure status
and toggle

LED Module

Motor & Motor Controller Module

Emits light of different colors
using an RGB value

Outputs rotary movements according to the angles, speeds,
and forces (Controls one or two motors with one controller)

Input

Output

MODI Making Pack
Ages | 6+
Number of Projects | 12
Languages | English, Korean, Chinese

Available
Resources
Video

PPT File

Activity
Sheet

User
Manual

MODI Studio

MODI Play

Bring your MODI modules to life with the exciting accessories available in the Making Pack! Transform your MODI components with a few
simple folds to create a car, a crocodile, a mouse, and more! Add in a bit of code to MODI Studio, and you can make a Wheel of Fortune!
These are only some of the examples of the different things that engage kids and spark their coding creativity!
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MODI Expert Kit
S

T

E

Recommended Age
Language
Number of Modules

A

M

6+
English, Korean, Chinese
21

Available
Resources
Video

Setup

PPT File

Activity
Sheet

User
Manual

MODI Studio

MODI Play

Input
2 Network Modules

2 Infrared Modules

Microphone Module

Environment Module

Supports USB, Bluetooth
and WiFi communication

Measures proximity
(0% to 100%)

Measures the volume and
frequency of sounds

Measures temperature, humidity,
illuminance and RGB brightness

2 Battery Modules
Supplies power

Gyroscope Module

Button Module

Dial Module

The Gyroscope module
measures tilt angles,
vibration level, acceleration,
and angular velocity.

Detects clicks, double clicks,
pressure status and toggle

Measures the rotation value
and rotational velocity of the dial

4 Motor Modules &
2 Motor Controller Module

Output
2 LED Modules

Display Module

Speaker Module

Emits light of different colors
using an RGB value

Displays images and texts
on the screen

Outputs sounds in different
notes and intensities

Outputs rotary movements according
to the angles, speeds, and forces
(Controls one or two motors with
one controller)
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MODI Master Kit
S

T

E

Recommended Age
Language
Number of Modules
Added Items

A

M

Higher Education
English, Korean, Chinese
24
Content books and USB Guides

Available
Resources
Video

Setup

PPT File

Activity
Sheet

User
Manual

MODI Studio

MODI Play

Input
2 Network Modules

2 Infrared Modules

Microphone Module

Environment Module

Supports USB, Bluetooth
and WiFi communication

Measures proximity
(0% to 100%)

Measures the volume and
frequency of sounds

Measures temperature, humidity,
illuminance and RGB brightness

2 Battery Modules
Supplies power

Gyroscope Module

Button Module

2 Dial Modules

The Gyroscope module
measures tilt angles,
vibration level, acceleration,
and angular velocity.

Detects clicks, double clicks,
pressure status and toggle

Measures the rotation value
and rotational velocity of the dial

4 Motor Modules &
2 Motor Controller Module

Output
2 LED Modules

2 Display Modules

Speaker Module

Emits light of different colors
using an RGB value

Displays images and texts
on the screen

Outputs sounds in different
notes and intensities

Outputs rotary movements according
to the angles, speeds, and forces
(Controls one or two motors with
one controller)
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MODI Softwares

MODI
Studio
MODI Studio is a graphics-based drag and
drop block coding software that uses MODI
hardware. MODI modules can be code using
Entry, Scratch, Python, and MODI Studio.

MODI
Play
MODI Play is an mobile application to control
creations like a joystick by connecting your
smartphone to MODI hardware.

Code
Sketch
Code Sketch is an application that provides a
block coding program and video guidea to let
you create your own coding projects. It also
includes our MODI Play function, which lets
you control and move your creations!
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Product Price List

MODI Designer Kit

MODI Expert Kit

MODI Master Kit

The coding kit for beginners is easy,
fun and provides professional coding
experience and a chance to use their
imaginations. Enjoy play time while
improving creative thinking and
computational skills.

Advanced expert coding kit.
Enjoy various creative lessons and
project activities. Try writing your
own code, and elevate your coding
expertise through and advance
programming course.

For Higher Education. Packed with more
modules than the other kits, enough for
the whole class. Enjoy various creative
lessons and project activities. Try writing
your own code, and elevate your coding
expertise through and advance
programming course.

100% ORIGINAL SET · 1-YEAR WARRANTY

Price may change without prior notice.
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